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Abstract (en)
The present invention provides a plate heat exchanger capable of improving performance for transferring heat to heat transfer portions within a flow
channel through which a second fluid medium that causes phase change as a result of its heat exchange with a first fluid medium is circulated. The
present invention includes a plurality of heat transfer plates that each includes a heat transfer portion having a first surface and a second surface
opposed to the first surface, and that respectively have the heat transfer portions stacked on each other in a first direction. A first flow channel
through which the first fluid medium is circulated in a second direction orthogonal to the first direction is formed between the first surfaces of the heat
transfer portions of each adjacent heat transfer plates, and a second flow channel through which the second fluid medium is circulated in the second
direction is formed between the second surfaces of the heat transfer portions of each adjacent heat transfer plates. The heat transfer portion of at
least one of each adjacent heat transfer plates includes, as ridges formed on the first surface, at least one barrier ridge that extends in a direction
crossing the second direction, divides the heat transfer portion into two or more divided areas in the second direction, and crosses and abuts against
the ridges formed on a first surface of the opposed heat transfer portion. Each of the heat transfer portions of each adjacent heat transfer plates with
the second surfaces opposed to each other includes, as valleys formed on the second surface, a plurality of second flow channel forming valleys
each constituting part of the second flow channel, the plurality of second flow channel forming valleys being arranged at intervals from each other in
a third direction orthogonal to each of the first direction and the second direction in each of the two or more divided areas from one end to the other
end in the second direction of the divided area.
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